ESE 441 Course Schedule

09/06 Introductory lecture
09/13 Discuss resumes, project progress
09/20 Informal 1-minute presentations
   Project proposals due (09/20)
09/27 No class (project reviews all week)
10/04 1st Multimedia presentations
   Project contracts due (10/04)
10/11 1st Multimedia presentations
10/18 1st Multimedia presentations
10/25 1st Multimedia presentations
11/01 No class (exam meetings all week)
   1st formal report due (11/03)
11/08 2nd Multimedia presentations
11/15 2nd Multimedia presentations
11/22 No class (Thanksgiving)
11/29 2nd Multimedia presentations
12/06 2nd Multimedia presentations
12/13 No class
   2nd formal report due (12/13)
   Turn in lab notebooks (12/13)